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editorial

REACTION• * •
Calculated responses, or as Korzybski is so fond of sailing them, 

"old falls”, are indeed wondrous things. •

The greatest sucess would be assured the editor equipped with a 
set of these tables or graphs telling just which way the "wind blows", 
so to speak0

But unfortunately, since this editor would like to be suoessful 
also, there has neither been anyone to come forward with these handy- • 
helperst or if he did, would the budget of the BULLETIN allow us to 
buy a set of them. Nonetheless, I feel that we must have some reliable 
method of recording the readers preferences toward the material in this 
fanzine, Material that can be chosen by the editor and the members of 
the advisory board on their own preferences until some better • method 
comes up. •> t

Sadly enough, since the letters you are supposed to be writing (we 
were assured when we took over, that they would)have not and are not- * 
flooding in, we are somewhat up an’editorial tree of sorts. Because we 
can only go on our own preferences, such as we have been doing up till 
now and in a manner that personally I f eel is not bad at all.

But that is beside the point of this editorial© The purpose of 
this editorial is to inform you briefly on the way reader reactions • 
have gone in relation to our first twe issues under this editorship (as 
near as we can figure because of a serious lack of correspondence from 
our readers# I hope we have readers*),  , .

FIRST ISSUE: best liked item was Steve Schultheis’ A MANIACAL IN*
TENT. Most controversial article in the zine was (naturally) ’the 

.uj/adbury article by Yowler which brought the usual amount of comment 
from both Bradburi aphobes and anti-Bradburyites. We cannot in truth 
say there was a best liked fiction piece since the only one included 
was GREEN HENOUEWe which brought in but one comment. That one’ said 
it was enjoyable.! but was too slim a return to make a specific and 
substantial comment onc ■ ■ *

General opinion on firrt issue summed up to? "It’was well worth 
the effort but a lousy job of mimeo work," One remark, that we checked 
and which made us feel extremely happy was that a certain reader had 
never seen a fanzine with as few grammatical and/or printing mistakes 
inside as ours« And for that, we thank you muchly ©

SECOND ISSUE: things picked up speed with top spot for best liked 
item going to Ray Gibson for his GALLERY OF ET LIFE which brought in 
r ' t ^Oiie^njingle^ dissenting vote' (Frankly, we liked it too.). Best fio*  
ilSiT piece" was LUNA by Ellison, according to the votes, and the most 
controversial item was the editorial, as we were well expecting.

Although strangely enough, the fault found with'it and'the argu*  
ments started, were not on the major point of the ed,at all, but on 
several minor points used for illustration. Oh well, that’s fen fer ya.

General opinion on second ish? mu ch,much better than first issue 
but where was the table of contents page? Well, we simply ran out of 
mimeo plates*  So solly. We’ll be looking for more fluctuations on 
cur readergraph, so start sending in your opinions..,...he
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the BULLETIN of the CLEVELAND SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY 
presents^ <j © * * o o o * * * * •

C I TA. T I PUT

XMh issue of the BULLETIN features an award given a member of the 
Silence fiction ranks for achievement in the stf field*  The CITATION • 
10 awarded after a vote taken by the members of the CSFS as a show of 
OUT gratitude to that person for furthering science fiction as a fioU^

#3: ROBERT Ac HEINLEIN for
THE FUTURE HISTORY SERIES • *;

It seems that the writing of a Future History series is something 
of a hobby for a great many s^f writ ere c «ust as all newspapermen want 
to write the "great American novelH:ff'so it is with the science fiction 
author and a proposed Future History^ For some it is a tour de force*  
for a great many othrr3***a  dismal flop*

But when a specific Future History series is spoken about*  it if 
a safe bet to assume the speaker is., ref ering to Mr*  Robert Heinlein’s 
beautifully intertwined tales of the years through'which we ourselves 
may live--*and  the years of the far distant future*  •;

Heinlein*  as exemplified in his Future History stories*  was one of 
the first *and  one of the most, sucessful*  to employ human interest in 
his science fiction writings^ Till Heinlein wielded his pen in the 
cause of "humanistic writing" with more accent on the people who used 
the science and its effects upon them-—and less upon the science it*  
self*  stf was indeed*  much the worse for it*  ■- ;

With the publication of LIFE LINE in Astounding*  Science Fiction*  
Heinlein became an immediate favorite of the readers*  His stories coin-- b 
bined bined both detail and fast-paced action with new ideas and a re*  
gard for people to make a sparkling brew of story interest the likes of 
which fans had seldom. seen0

His UNIVERSE rocked fandom back on their heels/**©IF  THIS GOES ON 
and COVENTRY were applauded for years*  and his stories of Harriman are 
still milestones in stf writing*

More than any other single writer of science fiction*  Heinlein*has  
served to further science fiction in the way it should be furthered*-  
His "Juvenile**  novels have brought countless teen**age  readers to the 
fan ranks and have helped immeasurable to offset the "science fiction 
trash" that might fall into their hands^

When introducing anyone to science fiction*  it is a common practise 
to put into his hands a Heinlein novel and say*  "This is good science 
fiction*"

The CLEVELAND SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY takes a great deal of pride
* in awarding Robert A. Heinlein, a master of science fiction*  our meager 

' but heartfelt thanks for the hours of pleasant reading and for the won- • 
' derfui things he has done f^r science fiction^* * • * * *

a letter explaining. the CITATION, and a free subscription to the BULL*  ' 
ETIN are being sent to Robert A*  Heinlein*
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The book version of James Blish’s LET THE FINKR BE- 
i/ARE from TWS (December 1949)has been rctitled JACK OF 
5AGLES and hae been iesyed by Greenberg?Publisher (review

Ii>, the leg imate theatre line, Sam and Bella Spewaok 
' Diana Lynn to play in their London 

•f a fantasy in which ants growTire trying to persuade .Dial 
lit titled LOOK AT THE ANT 
rj . to the size of humans*

£ LARS^and another Martiafantasy called RED PLANET MARS*

jo the size of humans*

A couple of . new pictures coming up are MIRACLE FROM 

) Another new one is a musical fantasy called THE 5000
< LINGERS OF DOCTOR ????? (can’t find that paper with the 

,nfo on it, so we. don’t knew the Herr Dokters last name)*

A small contest? anyone getting us any info on OLAF 
STAHEDOH*  pr info on hew to get the dope,-will win a coxr 
Of van Vogt’s MISSION? .INTERPLANETRAY*  Hurry——*

ANJNBgA HORTON (registered as a member of the CSFS)whs 
edited the book BULLARD » THE SPACE PATROL by Malcolm 

i won dne of the coveted prizes in the 1951 
best juvenile books. Good for ydUfMiss

Ob
ODD
CA lAf*  edited the h

ENP5 ns^’r^

STANNUM MIDWEST
CONFFCV NCP ’ INDIAN Lhk€yOH|0

. 1 | ? k_ l_ KAAV |Q _l i
tpnmi by» CMyciW.fi wstast grow ’ ’’V •'■J ’ • ._

the mews? co.myENc.Ai uoLMiTTE® Ri fit/ £.yk fiM-rHc-iHrC 
THE OHIO ZAM'ASY GRCOT ' M-r-J Jn -r,\, 11

gWisaiJ :’?iCTio» socmr Hol G L ’ fc TH£R€.’ i cou'fcsno • • • wv ' — -—-S.

fantasy pcetky, as such a dissuasion of the 
fantastic aspect of verse by FREDRXC MARLW

0 in cm next issue?
This being the annual Midwestoom issue, we are, 

•otM^hat devoid of material, but svsm ss, GOT 
BULLETIN never fails*  (Hu«sah,hus«ah and

Tor Instances

GIBSON’S GALLERY OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE feature 
ing another of Ray Gibson’s tremendous denizens of another world 

plus more materia,! to make issue tniaber 15 one of ^y-bcst,, *,

CMyciW.fi
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"Where did you say you were from?"

"Mars/1 < ___ , ' -

"That’s what I thought you said,B

Silence

"Let’s take it again*  Mister*  slower this'-tlmei*

The little man with the unusually ruddy complexion stood before 
the befuddled brewer*  shifting from one foot to another, till gathering 
his breath into what appeared to be the most sunken of chests, he began, 
for the second time, "We want beer for our canals, • ‘.....

"Our canals are dry---we want beer for them*  Is that1 clear?”

Wide-eyed, the beer-blender stammered in acquiescence, '"Yeah,ye ah, 
it’s clear*  But I don’t unnerstan’, You better see Mister Blowzer/’

A* » ». ' fl. Vs -<s : . A '■ ■ ■ ' '

He motioned toward a door at the rear o 
through there/’he instructed, "back through 
hall till you come to the door leading to th 
offices0 Tell the girl at the desk you wanta 
Mister Blowzer/1

The little crimson-hued man thanked the 
brewaster in an absent-xcinded way and went 
swiftly through the designated orifice.

Behind him, the brew,er was standing 
wiping his sweaty forehead and mumbling 
something to the effect that they .ought to 
put better padlooks on the fermenting room 
doors*  All kinds of screwlooses’ were get
ting ln< • x . v •_ ■

Winding his way through the hall toward the office, the little 
man kept staring straight ahead, as though he were worrying about 
matters of great import. Like the salvation of a race,

He was, (continued page 6)

ID LIKE To oRPER
SOME BeER/S/MP • 
MoRGUAA.



THE BEER CAMPAIGN foonfpmed) '7 ' "

He entered the reception roetn of the Blowzer Beer Company and 
walked quietly across the deeply earpeted fleer to 'the reception desk 
behind which a "bleached "blonde sat improving her education with a copy 
of *Mad  Love Escapades combined with Torrid Rassion Affairs*  magazine*

1 A»hemmm*  1
<

The gum stopped moving* the eyes unglazed* the magazine lowered* 
and the pseudo-blonde head swiveled* . , ' .

■Yea?1 Extremely nasal*

•I would like to see Mister Blowzer** p

’Mie shall I say is calling** the girl almost yawned and took out 
a pencil* ..

. *Mister  Tzzyzzl* 1

*Uhe**jUBt  say Mi step*  *ier***  3ilth*  is here* 1

She gave him a peculiar*  sidelong glance*  and raising her heavily 
perfumed body from her reception chair*edged  away toward a panelled 
door near the back of the room*  behind a wooden entrance gate*

In a few moments the girl came out again and eaid*  *Mister  Blowzer 
will see you*  Won’t you go r-right in* 1 But she didn’t open the gate 
as was her usual wont*  _

The little man went through the gate and into the office and 
presence of H*  Herman Blowzer III*

Imagine a bottle of Blowzer’s Fabulous Beer*  The round*  almost 
bloated-looking body? the thick neck of the bottlej the brownish hue 
of the glass*  Just picture what a bottle of that beer would look like 
with a pair of fat arms and blubbery legs added and with a lumpish head 
plopped on top*  ’ ‘ •* . •

’ H*  Herman Blowzer III*

. .’’Something I. can do for you my1 good fellow**  wheezed the floated 
‘blimp of protoplasm behind the debk*  Z.

*We saw your advertisement* ” answered the the reddish-hued man 
matter-of-factly* • • • .

”What ad***  oh*  you must mean "our new one*  Yes*  a clever bit of ad
vertising if I must say so myself**  He added confidentially*  ”1 
thought of it myself*  Rather ingendous*ay?  Most beer advertisements 
say their beer is the best in the cityj or the statej or the countryf 
or once in a while even the continent*  But MY ad says that ’’Blowzer 
Beer is the best on the entire planet Earth?1*"

(continued page 7)



.wiiLiqptfl f.»,rPtTmr (<x>ntinuad)

me
He added reflectively# lost in his own mood. •Deuoedly clever cf

I should say# Did I tell you J. thought of it?"

"We saw your ad.”

"Yes# I know# You said that#” *’■ <

»We would like' to order some beer#" ■ .

"Well. well. that's fine,” chortled Blowzer reachtaf into 
drawer for*a  penoil and order blank, "I don’t often take Wdtra'gy ’̂M 
anymore# but since you're here#,," He left the sentence ^nfinis>®a>| 
having noticed that Mis gfrxest was not paying the. least bit of attention# 
"Now how much of an order would you like to. place? "

"Fifty trillion barrels a year—-indefinately."

The plop as the penoil dropped on the paper was quite distinct 1© 
the office#

O » 1

Blowzer hunched forward# as much as his bulk would allewf * I don't 
believe I heard.you rightly# Mr#’ Smith# What did you say?"

"Fifty trillion barrels a ye^r-*-indefinitely.^.

' The beer baron pulled an oily nankle from his suiVcoat pocket and 
swabbed at his forehead which had begun 
to sweat profusely. ."Fif.».fifty TRIll&IOlf 
barrels?" he inquired# the accent on 
the trillion containing a slightly hy
sterical note#

* "That is correct." ’ ?

"And where may I ask#is it going?,r 
brazened Blowzer# sensing a joke#

. "To Mars#" .

The significance did not sink in 
5rrmedi at ely# "In what state?"

"No state# The planet Kars."

* *

TO LE.AVE- THt BRfcW

Morgum got thrown out again# It was the third place that 
tried# They wouldn't beleive him# What was sc fantastic about being from
Mars?

So Earth hadn’t been visited before. So what? Couldn’t these idiots 
beleive something when you told them? It was disconcerting tosay the 
least. Morg?™ had been certain that the Blowzer Company was the one that 
oould*solve  his problem, A company that had advertising on a plane±wid« 
scale must certainly be more far-sighted than the others#

But it was the same old story.

Wincing, the little red man lifted himself off



THE BEER CAITAIGN (continued)

staggered dejectedly away from the brewiy*

As he weaved away from the beer factory*  the high metal fence sud» 
denly swung open and out ran*  if it could be called that*  the bulbuous 
Blowzer. :

"Mr*  Smith. Oh, Mr*  Smith," he puffed and wheezed as he propelled 
his massive body toward Morgum, "I’m awfully sorry I was so rash*  If 
you*ll  come back, I’ll try to make amends."

Mor gum wasas founded*  "Why did you change your mind? Do you mean 
that you beleive me?"

"Certainly, certainly, my boy," he rumbled, "I was j>st testing 
your* * .uh* O(Sstamina,yes,that’s it*..your  stamina."

"My socio-culturegraph never mentioned this custom," Morgum mused. 
"Will you sell us the beer now?" * . .

"Certainly, my good fellow, all in good time. Won’t you cctne back 
now and tell your story to our board of trustees*  A* **uh. **sale of this 
kind needs more confirmation and*«*uh***explanation."

Morgum stood at the head of the long table*  Down one side were 
twelve men. Down the other side were twelve other men. And at the head 
of the table, facing him was H, Herman Blowzer III. •;

Unhesitating.^ Morgum Tzzyzzl began^ "Mars, as your scientists have 
suspected^is a much older planet than yoursa Her youth was several 
hundred thousand years ago, according to your timec But through the 
cuaturies, the planet has grown old and cur lands have dried up. This 
is chiefly Uue to the fact that our "water" (actually it was a chemical 
equivelent of your H201) has evaporated a Even our technology, far in 
advance of yours, could not regain enough of the lost moisture to re*»  
fertilize the ground^ Our enrols dried out and we began to die off*  

"Naturally ’ we worried about the probl or, but being a race much 
like yourselves, the average person did not care and went about their 
work and play- without a thought to the future*

"Now the situation is serious*"

Me stopped momentarily as if gathering his thoughts, and then once 
: in plunged on, "Within the fifty years, though, the situation has 
o come so bad that we knew we must do something or eventually perish, 

"Although we had space travel many ycard ago, we were so content 
on Mars that we never bothered to visit you. Till a half a century age 
it was suggested that perhaps you Earthmen might help us,"

The men around the table looked startled, Up till then, they had 
listened as to a child telling a fairy tale, but now they came suddenly 
awake *

Morgum continued, "I was delegated to cone to Earth and try to es
tablish a trade system to obtain what we need for something we might 
have that you would need*  (continued page 9)



9•’ ?L’ER CAMPAIGM (continued)

"In my search, around the planet, I have heard it mentioned that 
gold is valuable# Aino pitchblende# We have great deposits of these 
metals which? frankly? we consider useless# But if you can make use of 
them, we would be more Than happy to strike a bargain#”

The twenty^five trustees., Blowzer included;, looked at each other*  
”One thing though,’1 queried a bald-headed fellow from the far end of 
the table, ”What do we have that you want so much?11

”Beer0 ”

Incredulity ruled*  "What?1’,. ’’Beer? Is he crazy?”, ”What is this? 
A joke?”, ”A hoax?”, %QOout of his mind?”

’’Gentlemen, gentlemen,” Blowzer turned red, as red’as Morgum, and 
fallowed at the top of his lungs at the raging trustees, ’’Please let 
Hr# Tzzy * er ta«Tyzzettuh#o Smith, finish,”

. r

As soon as comparitive silence had fallen^ Morgum began onoe again, 
where he had left af”‘; ’’The chemical proper vies of 3C,2 beer are condu
cive to good ’growth " u our p‘ v j The mtut and hops, fermented and 
combined with ’the oorrponor.twe hate foahdj provide the necessary chm»*  
jcals in the right amounts to not only rejuvenate the flora of our plan- 

— (continued page 10)
special art feature



THE BEER CAMPAIGN (continued) 10

et» but nake it ctronc and healthy. And besides, Martians BIKE beer«*

Again .pandenoniun reigned*  • • •i 1 * ’ r

•If you like it bo much and it helps the flowers*  or whatever*  why 
don’t you make some yoarself?” it was the sane "bald trustee as before*

Calmly the red Martian answered*  ”We find that not only don’t-we 
have enough planet life to make beery but somehow*  in the advancement 
of our culture,, we’neglected to learn how to brew it at all*  The only 
beer we have is what we buy here on Earth and TP back to Mars for 
experiment* ”

•You do what with the beer?"

•TP it*"

•What in the heck is TP?"

•Teleport*  That is how we would get the beer to Mars that we bought 
from you0”

This tine it seemed as though the walls would crash about their 
ears*  Every member of the trustee board had chosen sides*  Sone were 

screening invectives at Blowzer 
and sone were screening ditto at ' ‘ ‘
Tzzyzzl0 "

Finally Blowz er., again stilled 
thenj by whanging and banging on 
the table with a wooden mallet 
till the thing snapped off at the 
ne#k*

”Bow shut up* w he 
bellowed*  again crimsoning’ 
like the Martian*  uuh***Mr*  
Smith? would you mind retiring 
to the.'foyer till I, take this • 
up with the 
board* ”

boys*.**  that is*the

It was
a question*

a statement*  not

Morgun retired*

As soon as the heavy door 
closed behind the tiny red nan 
I.-ell broke loose once more*  Till 
l.Lowzer stilled the waves of 
protest*  All but' Baldy*

•What do you mean getting

£ SWR W/K TP'coToNMS
this—• *"  he fumbled for the word,
•screwball* ” (continued page 11)



THE BEER CAMPAIGN (continued) 11

Another chined in, What kind of a hoax are you pulling this tine 
Blowzer?" • • ; .

With a raise of a beefy hand*  Blowzer motioned’ then to silence. He 
then simply stated, "He is undoubtedly a crackpot,,,but can you see t'- _ 
advertising?“

They could*

- * * * *

The advertising screamed:

FIRST IN MILWAUKEE
THEN IN WISCONSIN

NEXT IN THE UNITED STATES 
FOLLOWED BY THE NORTH AMERICAN CONTINENT 

ATT THEN THE WHOLE EARTH
BUT NOW,,,,,,,

BLOWZER’S FABULOUS HEER IS SOLD

,,,,,OH MARSJH

The radios and TV sets were loaded with the Blowzer ads, Seen the 
vrtiole country was singing the Blowzer jingles

Blowzer Beer the frothy drink 
With it make your glasses clink, 

Sold in Milwaukee^ Nev; York too,,, 
Mars says Blowzer is best for you.

GABRIEL HEATTERs • : ;

Ah yesp folks, there is unusual news ton*n-n- ’n-’H*lght<  It is nor^ 
than'rumoured that Hernan Blowzer, of the beer company of ~ the -sane • • 
nanCjj has not only made contact with a real Martian, but 1b selling hit’ 
a fabulous amount of beer to fill his canals. The beer in to be shipped 
via a new method. Teleportation, It is said that the Martia,,.

WALTER WINCHELL:

Dit-da-dit-dit-dit,,,,,,,,,•

Good evening Mr, and Mrs, North America and all the ships at Bea, , 
FLASHJ Although the international situation is still grave, the spotlight 
is still focussed upon Milwaukee, Wisconsin’in the U^S, For there the 
first "interplanetary meeting" is taking place between H, Herman Blow*  
zer III of the Blowzer Beer Company and an unidentified Martian, Al*  
though it is probably a hoax, it is a good advertising campaign for 
Blowzer Beer, So good in fact that sales have increased ninety*seven  
per cent, But we with common horse sense know that there is no subh 

(concluded page 12)



THE BEEP CJMPAIOT (eencluted)

thing tus a "Martian". And to have one /buying beer...why that ia just 

fantas*a  *•  ■• .•

The newspapers saw a 
,a4je8 all over.the planets

chance for a ceusade*  They “blazed their znesp*

BLOW Z ER H
CHEAP PUB II C I T Y 

NO M A R T I A N Sjll

0 A X SHAMEFUL 
STUNT RAKES 
I T 1 S ALL A

IN GELT 
FA K EHl

making it diff*  
the center of 
with it to the

wasBut at the Bl.owzer beer plant’ a huge machine 
icult for the employees to park their cars*  lu sGood in 
the parking lot and had fifteen hundred pipes connected 
fermenting roomso ’ ; ' ■ •••••

It was a massive thing with protrubences all over 
he vote., was being piped through at a rate that would equal, 
“ *b0 7 GOD .*000,090  barrels?

‘unny thing'was that the machine wasn’t hooked up to W 
' - • and all the beer that went in, while not being 

was definitely not coming out. In fact, try as they ^ifiht, the 
even find an opening*,  The question of the day wan,

But at

fresh from
in one year, 50

. But the f 
vats or storage 
stored*  
employe 
”Where" t?

If they pzfl£ knew.
Also causing trouble for the workers were the stacks^tuaA stackt^ 

bricks of gold and pitchblende on the front lawn, guarded by Brink,*

yelledsBut the papers

the sales 
ad out the 

blende and shook his he act a rJmiuh., 
appeared the day af ie^ oho pipee,

Then the next d:iy? those brio 
didn’t worry about it too nachfl : 
in return, enough for fifty year 
mean Smith was a Martian,

Well; he wasn’t going to worry about it. 
Just look at that chart, will you,

*

Blowzer looked 
add an annexe He glano 

ho o k h i s h e aci c 
day after the

at went up so high, he had to 
the bricks of gold and pitch 

rrer his name was? had dis- 
up*  ~ .

gold'and pitchblende were given

chart a
window
or wtiatov-.

were hooked .
ks had been out on the

•d of beer at least, but that didn’t

F

t

Korgum hiccuped contentedly and looked down at the sparkling w... 
foam on the stein of beer he-held. He hioced again,

* * *InEWS ITEM) Observers at Mount Palonar have
xa-ut / (really concluded page 13)
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transformation0 The5r have noted that the heretofore dark lines on 'th® 
planet Mars, which had been labeled as "canals", have suddenly changed 
to a sparklingshimmery white6 Those that are dark are changinging 
rapidly and noted scientists aretet

* * *
In 2003, the first rocket landed on the red planet and found.

A race of drunkards and a booming Alka*Seltfter  business.

THE END
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NEXT T E X- T

coming up in the promaga?

MAGAZINE OE FANTASY A® SCIENCE E’ICTIOlr*-**™| s^T^I<}c^I^0^:rAlfTedy“* 

Bester-«eSTAIR TRICK by • • 
Mildred -Clingexman, e * "WHO .• 
SHALL I SAY IS CALLING?*  by 
August. Derleth* iaTHE ANCES*.  . 
TRAL AMETHYST by de Camp 
and 'Pratt * fi THE GLTALCOPHONE 
by Alan Nelson,«.

STARTLING STORIES.....COLLISION Uy Raymond F. Jones...PASSPORT 
by Kendall Foster Crossenc,,

(special advice from several reputable sources informs us 
watch for a special story THE LOVERS by Philip Farmer in 
August Startling Stories.»*)

TO PAX

to 
the

AMAZING STORIES* ....SON OF THE BLACK CHALICE a sequel to SECRET OF 
THE BLACK-PLANET by,Milton Lesser.**

(word also comes through that another story. In the JOHN BLOODSTOffi 
series about MICHAEL FLARNIGAN (Gurund Ritroon), ®

BEYONF THE LENS and. THE GOLDEN GODS, is coming up wit\
a sequel to Bon Wilcox’s THE GIANTS OF MOG0. No definate date...)

SPACE SCIENCE FICTION.....CONAN THE CIMMERIAN (an unpublished St^y» ■ 
just unearthed) by Robert Eo Jva3^w
BARRIER by Murray Leins terr;5 f stories by William 
Tenn^Fletcher Pratt and others**,**

.MAK SCOTS HCTTOJ............J

Pohl and C*M.  Kornbluth.****

ASTOUNDING SCIENCE FICTION*. **.THE SPECTER GENERAL by Theodore R, 
Cogswell***.*

NEW WORLDS (britiah)...........PERFORMANCE TEST by John K.
POINT by John'Christopher***HCME  IS THE HERO 
by E.C. Tubb... HIDE AWAY by Peter Hautliw... 
PRECEDENT by Charles Gray.....

AN ITEM IN THE CLEVELAND PRESS OF FRIDAY, APRIL 18, 1952 ON THE TRONT 
PAGE RELATES THE FACT THAT A FLYING SAUCER WAS SPOTTED OVER THE BIG 
CADILLAC TANK PLANT BY A SIGHTER AT CLEVELAND AIRPORT. THEITEix WAS 
IANDLED IN A STRAIGHT MANNER BY THE SCIENCE EDITOR OF THE PRESS......
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special feature

GALLERY OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE

ntHiitmtitmimt if ft iiiinitiiiiiftiiihiiHiitinmilppytiiHnnitnti'iittnnnifiiitntiminnntimiitiimimitimitnimiiiniitimtnnnmitinttnnnitiin 

This is the second in a series of cartoon-articles by young science fiction artist 
RAY GIBSON portraying the denizens of other vrorlds. Your consents are requested,

ti ii tin ii mi it h tin <i ii n it ii imi tut it ii ii n ii ii ii ii it w w mi mi mi ii it ii it it nttii mt nun it tin inin it nnntinit it tt tin it tin tut tin unit mt mi it n tin it huh nn

#2: THE HALF-TRACK TELEPATH OF RIGEL XVII

Of the several billion star plac
ets in the Rigel sector, the most 
Intriguing of them all was the one 
discovered "by the Rockefeller Exped
ition of 3766 0 Named Cletrac# it was 
seen 'that the planet was a*  somewhat 
barren affair with regular ridges

• on the surface running parallel to 
each other across the entire planet#

When exploration of Cletrac be- 
fan, they found that the only living 
inhabitant was the half-tracked 

critter which wandered aimlessly ev
er the surface of the orb in the 
ridges which the animal had adapted 
itself to use*

FIGURE It The half-track teler 
path-of Rigel XVII

It was also discovered that the 
i-track wag telepathic, communicate 
ing solely with the fire plugs on 
the planet#

: When it was learned that the 
little things were telepathic and 
could locate fire plugs, some were 

tamed and brought back to Earth 
.for use in cars whose owners 
^wanted to locate parking spacer#

FIGURE 2i telepa 
locating fire 
plug on home 
planet.

HEXT ISSUE| the Puck-Billed, Axteater Tiger-Fish of Backstrap III#
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CLEVE SCIENCE FlCTIO

I Mt>
If RIVIA MILLER is reading this, please) 

get in touch with the BULLETIN office in J 
Cleveland*  Telephone number is SKyline f 
1*8739. *.*.*after  almost two years in the tv 
oltob house, we gotta move*  AL WILSON has i 
gone oht of town and the apartment is going) 
out to rent*  At this point charity is dire 
ly needed.....MARILYN ANDREAS says we may 
move into that church basement for some 
of our meetings*  . •*  .KEN FI SHER, new member i 
wants us to use a store he is renting to 
put the Photo-offset press of ALAN KOTPERw 
MAN’S in****.

**•**gu~lo rry HEl Whatta ya know*  we 
got one of those "borrowed" books back*  
The copy of WHEELS OF IF by de Comp was *'  
returned in lousy condition about two wee 
ago in a plain wrapper*  That’s right^no 
fingerprints on’t either*  Well, dt least 
they didn’t make the Editors pay postage*

.....HOKEY and BON WOOL have come up with a new oar and BON hasn’t 
been out of the thing in five we eke*,**  .FRANK ANDRASOVSKY relates the 
incident which oocured at the New Orleans Convention in which a woman 
came up to one of the BNF (Big Name Fans) and remarked in an amazed 
tone*  "I’m surprised at how ell you science fiction fans are dressed 
st well." Whereupon the BEF replied politely, HYe8,Ma’am, we all have 
two shirts, a suit*  and a collect ion. “*****

.....since this ish comes out before the 3rd ANNUAL MIDWESTCON,all 
we can say is that——we’ll be watching for you to make aquaintences 
of new fen and renew old friendships from last year with our already 
wet fan brudders*  And to you CSFS memebers—you better be there,keed, 
there'be'bne tarn good time.***.
Utt Nil NW II ft 11II n IIIIII n 11 n n n n ti ti mt n it 1111 h it n n it n ti it mt u it n n n n nnn n n n n n it«if« n « w n n n rt n H tt

4, the mutant
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department
CgFS BUILETIN STORY RECCMMENBATIONS

MAGAZINE OF FANTASY AND SCIENCE FICTION...THE CAUSES by Idris Seabright 
DRAGON ON SOMERSET STREET by 

JUne 1902 Elmer Roe saner*  .ARTISTS 'AT
WORK by Harold Lynch. Jr*  .*  
LAMBIKIN by Sam Merwin, Jr*

STARTLING STORIES*..DRAGON ’S ISLAND by Jack Williamson**.SABOTAGE  ON 
SULFUR PLANET by Jack Vance

•flUtane 
1952 (concluded page 17)



CSFS BULLETIN STORY RECOMMENDATIONS (concluded)

SRACE SCIENCE FICTION. .j.-J/OU Isaac Asimov*  «.o 
laox , ' .

>

MAY 1952 ;

OTHER WORLDS SCIENCE

JUne 1952

STORIES, j o, GACDOLRiUS .by Anthony• Boucher,..FACTOR
UNKNOWN-by San MerwinaZr9 THE GOLDEN • 
GUARDSMEN by S,Ja Byrne

WEIRD SCIENCE (comic)**.**®  WALKED AMONG US "by Wally Wood...SAY YOUR 
PRAYERS by Joe Orlando Q

Play—June 1952

ASTOUNDING SCIENCE FICTION.......... BLOOD’S A ROVER by
. ■• .-Chad 01iverG.a.

fast falls tie 
EVENTIDE by S 
Eric Frank 

. Ru a sell j -GUNNER 
•CAIE by Cyril © 1 
Juddv . .EROCEIAVEN u 
ACTION by 7,W. Campbell,,Dr,

'. May 1952

GALAXY SCIENCE FICTION,....CATEGORY THCENIX by Boyd Ellariby,* .GARDEN IN
.THE VOID by Foul Anderson.,, LOST MEMORY by 

Peter Phillips , ; . ► iMay 1952

FANTASTIC STORY MAGAZINE.»SLAN by A.Ett van Vogt....THE VEIL OF ASH®*  
IAR by Leigh Brackett

Sumer 1952

T H G IS'j VJ £'$ ’ TOP. •ST°Ry
■b __ __________ __L,

CATEGORY THCENIX

X<> a.new.author (or ie he a pseudonym?) for a piece 
o’f woil’f' that eeons oddly professional for an an~ 
ateuA' goes ihe issue's best stoi;? award to BOYD 
ELl-AWf ’for his novella- in-GALAXY S^F for May 1952

'*.  • *r*  _____ _  - -i ■■I-.— —- —— i—"n11*1

was that ghoul I saw you withY^W^W

feature
still MCTE boqke. feo ,be, yublish..eOoofl

• I

We get word in the office here that the series, of quasi-storiea running 
under .the title MASTER OF THE UNIVERSE (author unknown-), in AMAZING STOR- 
TBS will be put into hard-covers shortly after the last one runs in

' those pagesc What’ll they print next? . ’ ’ •
’**•••• • .?• •

A real ’’old-tiner” is being drugged from obscurity and the pages of 
ASTOUNDING-STORIES ^oirca 193C’s) and is being put together into a sev
eral volume series by Greenberg:Publisher< Due in April some tine for 
$2»75 it’s HAW CARSE by Anthony Gilmore. ' . ’

, • x- •••. ; (concluded page 18)



• a till MORE beoka to be published soon (concluded) 18

that should make quite a splash 
edited by FREDRIC BROWN and 
as yet unknown, The book is 
a collection cf humor-

flitting about the office here 
put all the NORTHWEST SMITH

A beuty that we have been waiting for and 
in the s-f anthology field is the new one 
MACK REYNOLDS and coning fron a publisher 
THE SCIENCE FICTION CARNIVAL nad features 
ous science fiction tales,

A runor that appears more than a rumor is 
that a major publishing house is going to puu )tales by C.L, MOORE into a book veddy, veddy soon, (Can t be too so ,) 

Latest proposed entry in the anthology race is FPCI (publishers of 
FANTASY BOOKps collection SCIENCE AND SORCERY which ^eanVr^ub- 
tales fron EB, Since there weren’t many good ones in^that_snail p - 
lication (with perhaps the exception of that masterpiece SGALNERb LI 
IN VAIN by Cordwainer Smith? which has already been anthologized)one 
wonders just what they will*use  for readable material,

wpv+ bonked item in Llov’d Eshba^h’s POjuARIS PRESS FANTASY LIBRARY i^Pertey ?oore >SS CT WOOERS which lloyd raved about
last year as being one of the best.albeit cbpcure,fantasies he had 
ever read. The bo5k will sell for §3,00 with the sane fornat as the 
first book in the PJTL (see book reviews this issue).

Keen looking for a rival book to Bleiler and Dikty’s BEST SCIENCE FICTI01T 
STORIES series which will be edited by Donald A. Wollhem entitled 1951 
BEST SCIENCE EICTION or sone such thine. We certainly hope it surpa a 
the low standards he has held in his lust two anthologies,
§§§SOcet a subscription for 01,50§3§5$S^(»3§(^2 issues and an annual^.; 

department \ >■

A REGULAR DEPARTMENT OP THE CSFS BULLETIN

FEATURING INTELLIGENT BOOK REVIEWS OF TEN

LATEST IN SCIENCE FICTION AND FANTASY ---------

for the first tine, see our new colophon by RAY GIBSON -or the 
READ ANY GOOD BOOKS LATELY? section on our next pagers ♦ «, 

just look for the nanservtot robot for the best in book 
reviews,««•«*•  . -c(continued page 19



19MEAD ANY GOOD B00K3 LATELY (continued)

previews byt 
Yowl er 

Burden 
Ellison 

: Schultheis 
Gototon 

Beese

LATHAM’S FIRST mi^IENGTHER

"Yow
IBOOKS 

SIR. FIVE AGAINST VENUS by Lathan • : 
TOMORROW, THE STARS ed, Heinlein 
\ MURDER hi MILISNW VI by Grey 
fe, DESTINATION  ̂UNIVERSE i by van 
Sg Vor
:;MTHE HEADS OF CERBERUS b. reverie 

■ft NIGHTS YAWNING PEAL ed0 
Sfc- ' Derleth
:W THE. ILLUSTRATED PLAN by

Bradbury •
> FIVE SCIENCE FICTION NOVELS 

ed, Greenberg

reviewed by RALPH BEESE

JIVE AGAINST VEVOQjf by BKILIP LATHAM (Dr, R.S. Rlohard»on)/Winato^/i’hll- 
adelphia and Toronto/ $2.00/ 214 pp./ end papers by Schonburg/ jacket by 

Finlay/ .

The first in tbe."juvenile" series from forner bible publishers 
Winston and Co*  is a great sucess, The publishers could have chosen no 
better author to pen a strikingly convincing description of the veiled 
planet*

Carrying his protagonist (junior-size) from-the Space Club of his 
Earthside school to the Moon and thence to Venus, of the strange

bat*like  creatures who are the denizens of the planet, -of the rugged 
and all-too-human portrayal of Bruce Robinson and his family——these are 
the materials of which Latham weaves his story-web.

We hope all the rest of’the books in this series are as stimulating 
as this one. If they are, then it’s for more juveniles and less ’’adult*  
hard-covers, we’re in favor oof. This is an original volume, you know*

it h n n n n«»»n ii n ir« ii ii ii it n ii ii it n 11it nit w n nun n n n 11 n it n it n n n n u ti n n n n n 11 n h n it 11 n it w « n ti h n n tin n w it n n it n it

HEINLEIN’S SEE-SAW VOLUME 
reviewed by RAY YCWIER

TOMORROW,THE STARS/edited and with the usual introduction by Robert A*  
Heinlein/Doubleday and Co*/New  York/249pp*/1952/$2,95/14  stories/

- . • < r » •

Hi a debut in the field of anthology editing is somewhat of a dis
appointment*  From Heinleinj even mediocre work is expected to be some
thing short cf sensationalr But this book takes several spratt falls*  

(continued page 20)



READ ANY GOOD BOOKS LATELY (continued)

Something you would never expect from a so-called "master".

Culling his stories from the meat recent of pulps in moat instan
ces and. a few from slicks^ Heinlein has here assembled a topsy-turvy 
collection^ good.in spote^-poor in spots, How could one ao skilled in 
the specialized field of s~f have included such pieces as RAINMAKER’by 
John Reese:> which might have, been science fiction fifteen years ago, • 
but which is now nothing more than a slightly silly story of a man who. 
wine his girl by sowing the clouds with dry ice, a common.practice now
adays, THE MONSTER by Lester del Rey which makes little, if .any*  sense, 
and the thoroughly useless I’M SCARED (I was nauseated)^ by Jack Finney®

On the other handy he had the good taste to include such little 
classics as Kornbluth^s THE SILLY SEASON and probably the best piece of 
writing Bob Tucker ever did—THE TOURIST TRADE, These two along with 
THE 35CK by William Morrison and POOR SUPERMAN by Leiber and KEYHOLE by 
Leinster stand out as the best in the volume®

As for the remaining six stories which comprise the book, they’re 
okay bjjt there are a great many others of better quality that might 
have been included®
® n H M M w * w w w h h » 0 n h n n h m u «11 * » w it w it in» w w H n n ir® ti i» ti n n h n u w o n w R it W w h <*  • w M ww w 11 w N w w w w • • • 

rebuttal book review (Part II)

WHAT HAVE THEY DONE TO SCIENCE FICTION? 
reviewed by EOJ^ Burden

. • » . • * I. • « n

MURDER IN MHIENIUM Vl/by Curme Grey/ShaBta/ChicagoAS52/256^/^3*0?/

This can not be called*  strictly speaking, a "rebuttal’s In the 
last issue (number 13/Harlan Ellison wrote his review of MURDER IN MU< 
LEHIUM VI (page 17) and stated rather flatly that he did not like the 
book and could not even finish it.

To a certain extent I must agree with him on the book® Even though 
I finished the stcryj I was no closer to’ a good story than on page 1® 
Def inate conclusions, though, can be drawn about both the author and 
his motives foring this book0

This unusual improvised style« is, in this reviewer’s honest opin
ion, a moot asinine artifice upon the part of the author to write in a 
field that is obviously foreign®

Can he lead the reader, possibly, into beleiving that THIS is the 
literary style that is the scintillating, clear-thinking developement 
Of the modern school of writing? That the style set forth in this book 
will be commonplace hundreds of years in the future?

- ( ■'

I hardly think so, •

Mr$ Gray writes with all the fire and dash ef the dullest, stodgy^ 
est "British Detective Story Writer".which he obviously was, vho scents 
a market in a popular field, and altnough he knows nothing, of soient- 
if lotion® and cares less, proceeds to hash out a novel®

I am sorry that I can’t start a discussion of the hook that might 
be more interesting to the readers^ but I7m afraid I must agree with 
last issue’s review® Whoever buys this bock has wasted three dollars® 

(continued page 21)



■READ AMT GOOD BOOKS LATELY? (continued)

A EOKEVER J 
reviewed, HARLAN ELLISON

XESTINATIONsUNIVERfrPi.Ay 7;^ van Vogt/295rot/P»Utg*iid  > Cndahy^ffew
York/1952/10 stories/ $3*00/

Having waited quilts some time for van Vogt’s'oollectian AWAY Al® 
MEfOND (since 1944 to "be exact) from Arkham Bouse9 it was something of 
r.t to find it had been retitled DESTINATION:
WXVER*iEj  and been taken over for -i.i5t\-ihirtic?i 
Pellegrini and Cudahy

I bought ray copy and settled down to kame 
good reading and didn’t poke my nose up until 
about three-and a half hours later when I sighed 
Contentedly, put the volume aside and lit a 
Oi'pirettee

Now that was floae readings ,

Tales that only vV could write. Tales with I
a knack unposted by the W.k of the etf writ- r J -v I \\ \ \h7f ’ 
ors of 'toddyTeles that ranged from fha bwlrr>» { <<•
in-the”’.- L’• wi.l j.-«hoek-Kell*-cut*̂you  ~
ENCHANTED VTLLAGE *,r.e  equally well^plot ted and aUrpricing classic 
JAR CENWIE6'.%

own personal favorites a??e. DEAR PENPAL*  the • cleverly writteJ 
story of a oojurto correspondence between a gentleman of metal oh Aurigad 
XI and another fellow here on Earth) Sold through a series, of letters 

* by th e metal man, the last missive in the story will shook you and sm»o 
you wonder just what stroke of genius vT posesses, and the <?*£«*  J*™**  • 
lie is ENCHANTED VILLAGE with its subtle leading-you-on quality till 
veu stumble on that last line—and then you realise just how well van 
*-.igt had covered his trail. I personally contend that ENCHANTED VILLA® 
is^one of the all-time classics of non-technical etf*

But you>11 probably have your own pets in the book. I ooftldn’t 
find even one in the collection that displeased this revttwer.

HimniuinH u n n nnti ti n nu n h w tt «n n nil u n n titttiHwn w wn w Hti uttni»ni»Hi»nwit u« « w» w ttW 0

featured book review ***#

THE BEADS OF CERBERUS

reviewed by STEPHER T. SCHULTHEIS (BKP)

THE HEADS OF CERBERUS/by Francis Stevene/Polarie Press Fantae^ZgMWBr/
Reading.Penm/lSOpp/fcjfctaBoduction by LtA. Eshbaoh/illustarted by Rt^ 
Blnkley/1952/ S3>00/

Last year at the Second Annual Kidwest Conference, Lloyd Eshbe^ /ilF1 
FANTASY PRESS spoke to us briefly about whether a limited edition sow 
only to fane of rare soi-fantasy books would be popular.

Obviously the fans liked the idea for I hold in my hands the first 
of the proposed series in the new POLARIS PRESS LIBRARY. It is an ex- 

(continued bn page 22;



HEAD ANY GOOD BOOKS LATELY? (continued) ^8
!> f. •1 ■ 1 *•  ■ • ■ . •

trendy rare novel from the pages of the Tong extinct SHRILL BOCK mag« 
azine, copies of which arc near impossible toebtain*

.Lloyd Eshbaqh, who de serves all the credit. for the t volume went in 
search of copies of the issues eont'a.ir^n? the original, story of the • 
multiple-worlds*  the gateway' of thd i^oon/ of the Dust of Purgatory and 
of the strange adventures that befell Bob Drayton and Terence Trenmore 
when they violated the sanctity o.f Uli thia*..

(XT almost as much interest d© the story itself, is the outstanding 
Introduction by Mr*  .Eshbaoh .himself*  ft shows considerable research and 
will be a boon to„.thpac .fans who ’have wondered about4 ’•FranSis Stevens*,  
who,* it is now fouijd, ,w^&. a worftan*  \ j \-;r’ \

As for the physical meikeub of the ,<ioitto&*  Feidr' Pauper Press or • 
heritage could issue no j£ore, ^autjful beck*  Bound in A distinctive 
backing and surrounded by itjj own individual box, the book stands forth 
as a superior physical achievement*  . .

' The story itself suffers little from ago and holds, I am airs,' as 
much interest for the reader of today*.as  it must have for the reader 
Sf years gone by when it was in the THRILL BOCK*

The only ret^fdinsfactor of th© entire volume are the jerrtttfl 
and overly amateurishillufctratloas by Binkley (save the shafter "heading 
illb of the throe-neaded dog Cerbcnxs)which lend absolutely nothing 
and are extremely*  l^idioroua next to the sparkle of the physical makeup

: and the excellence of the story*

I advise every science fiction and/or fantasy fan who possibly can 
t- get on the mailing list of POLARIS PRESS as these wonderful and rare 

‘cooks will not be sold In stores but can be obtained only from POLARIS 
PRESS in Reading, Pennsylvania*

If Mr*  Eshbaoh*  keeps his record at the level of HEADS OP CERBERUS, 
he need not fear the salability of any future editions in the POLARIS 
PRESS FANTASY. LIBRARY*  ...

•4 - . . ■ ' -; ;
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TATTOOS TELL TALES •
reviewed by HARLAN ELLISON ; •

'/.J' ILLU STARTED MAN/ by Ray Bradbury/ Bantam Books, (reprint)/!©5^^ 
YorX/»25/20 stories/ *

Being that it is hard to write a completely unprejudiced review of 
anything by Bradbury*  it seems appropriate that this reviewer declare 
himself ri$it at the start and get that out of the way*  In reference to 
this book, I LIKE IT*

In a loosely-framed background cf pictures upon a tattooed man’s 
back, those pastiches of Bradburyana range from the sinister tale of 
the children's room with lions in it of ttE VELDT throu^i that superb 
tale of wet and eternally rainy Venus THE LONG RAIN, past that bit of 
other worldly horroer starring some of this world’s long-dead literaiy 
genii THE EXILES, on to a story of the ultimate machine THE CITY, and 
leaving the reader breathless at the end of the book with a sincere wish*  
THE ROCKET*  For the price there are no books that Surpass this one,’ 

. and at any price*,  few to equal*  Don’t miss this bookc That’s an order*  
*................... ................ ■ ..... (bofeHIddSa iidge^) .. ...............



BEAD AW'TOOD BOOKS LATELY*? (concluded) 23

in which to work*

GHCUI.TGG Ap GMSITES AND DERLETH 
’ reviex/ed hy THUI®ON GARSTON

NIGHT*  8 YRWNIEG ESAI/edited with introduction by August Derleth/ Arkham 
House via Pellegrini and Cudahy/ 280pp*/l952/Sauk  City,WlBeonsii/$3#00/ 
15 stories/

The ghost or weird story is a difficult medium 
More so: even than the soienoe fiction or fantasy 
story.for even though in a s-f story you must get 
a feeling of "the mechanical age”, in the ghost 
story9 the author’s mood of eeriness and unearth*  
liness must be that much more realistic and c«b* 
plete ere he will fail before he has beguft»

Egoist though he fay be, Including hta own 
7^0 in each of his anthologies, (two in this 

• ? lame | one under his &wn name and one under pen 
name of Stephen Grendon) Derleth has indefatigable 
taste when it comes to choosing stories by authors 
who can create that "spooky"7feeling*

. This is by far. in your reviewer’s epinis^ 
the beet of Derleth’s ghost anthologies*  
as a special attraction the almost impossible tg 
come by CASE .OF CHARLES DEXTER WARD novel by H*K  
Lovecraft# This takes up a great deal of the bffk 
but I doubt if anyone will complain as it is a 
superb piece of literature# Of the other 14 store 
ies therein, one is definately s-f and one is 
something of a borderline case*

Probably the best bit in the book, Robert 
Bloch’s THE MAN WHO COLLECTED POE . is a master# > 
piece of horror writing, a beautiful takeoff on .*  

“Poe’s writing, and one of the most starkly 
horror-filled articles we’ve ever come across, It certainly should be 
reprinted elsewhere in more easily acessible realm© where it might be . 
more thoroughly enjoyed#

We liked the book# We don’t like Derleth*

* * * * * w u h w « h ii w ti n w n n n h ii w n h h ii mi wit ii n n n n u h i» w nw n « w w u «it * w * » » » * * ” w ” ” ” * ” ” ”11" ” ” " " ”

WHAT A BARGAIN 
reviewed by Ralph Beese

FIVE SCIENCE FICTION NOVELS/ edited by Martin Greenberg/Gnome Press/Sev 
York/19 52/382 pages/$3* 50/5 stories/

Marty Greenberg is to be cited,knighted,commended and recommended 
for assembling this wonderous volume of classics of stf*  Ranging from 
the inacessfble BUT WITHOUT HORNS, one of the truly S^eat mutant tales 
of the modern day~ to that undersea tale of the mutants CRISIS IN UTOPIA 
and Jack Williamson's gigantic CRUCIBLE OF POWER,from van Vogt’s' 3-eyed 
story of the GHRONIOIEx: and bach' to Leiber’s DESTINY TIMES THREE, this 
book hits the Epc% If you don’t buy another stf book this year, don’t 
miss this wonderful conglomeration of classics in the fmmh

WATCH NEXT TIME FOR REVIEWS OF ’’SWORD OF CONAN”,"THE DARK CHATEAU",etc*



3 T I 0 N PICTURES

SNOW WHITE AND THE SEVEN DWARFS/ adapted from the Grim Fairy Tale/ a 
Walt Disney Production/ distributed through RKO Radio Pictures/

rating: MAGNIFICENT: DON’T MISS IT

We must confess that wo stretched the brand of pictures we review 
a leetle so we could take in SNOW WHITE© Since our much younger days we 
haven’t had the pleasure of so enjoying an animated cartoon of this 
length*  It f’eci.ie. that the older the picture getss the greater it becomes

The witch is ot-.l’l the scariest? the Prince is still the dashing**  
est<7 the dwarfs the cutest, and Srfbw White the loveliest of fairy tale 
performers© If you aren’t chilled to the marrow as Snow White plunges 
through the horrible forest, if you don’t hiss the loathesomness of the 
Wicked Queen, and particularly if you don’t laugh yourself to tears over 
the antics of the loveable Dopey<ffthen brother, you’re deadj Lie down©

******

MIRACLE IN MILAN/ starring Francesco Golisano/ directed by Vittorio de 
Sica/ this picture is in Italian with English subtitles/

rating: ONE OF THE GREATEST FANTASIES EVER MADE

We must have been very, very good to have been rewarded with this 
picture© We can only humbly follow in the footsteps of practically every 
other film critic in the World^fchd • add laurels to those al- 
r \v heaped upon Vittorio de Sica’s entrancing ^HRACLE IN MIL

This picture combines earthy feeling for humanity (so reminiscent . 
of BICYCLE THE IF and SHOESHINE from Italy) and human comedy with out
rageous fantasy in a marvelous brew that sparkles and captivates the be— 
holder*  From the moment Tot is found beneath the cabbage leaf t© the ’ 
moment the tramps ride off into the sky on chimney sweep’s brooms, you 
sit there and marvel at the beauty of the film- tapestry being woven for 
you personally© And then when the lights go on, you notice that you have 
a wide grin on your face and a warm feeling in the vicinity of your 
upper chest; Gutside of being straight (and GOOD) fantasy©*  ©this picture 
is a masterpiece of humanity© Something to renew your faith in nan,

******
(continued page 25)
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JACK AND THE BEANSTALK/ .starring Bud Abbott and Lou Costello With Buddy 
Baer and Shaye Cogan/ A Warner Bros*  Production/ln Sepia-tone (part) and 
SUPERoine COLOR (bulk)/-

rating: IF YOU 'GOT IN ON A PASS, IT’S WORTH THfi^fttOE

This fantasy is tie rely a quasi-nusical vehicle for the yawn-evoking 
r half-hysterical antics of Abbott and Costello, of course*  There isn't

more to. soy about it except that it sticks fairly well to'the
Jack and the Beanstalk legend, and but for the relative shortness of 
the giant, the stupid insertion of stilted and faked dancing sequences, 
and Abbott and Costello, the picture night have been highly enjoyable*  

The biggest thing in this picture's favor was the extremely fine 
effect lent by SUPERoine COLOR which served to make something, of • on 

extravaganza of a picture that was definately ’5Bn material^ This picture 
was only distributed by Warner Brcse The money went, into it from Cost- 
ells’s bank account under the .surname of EXCLUSIVE PRODUCTIONS*  Oh well, 
take your kiddies to see it, but don’t waste full price admission on 
yourself unless you’re entering: your second childhood*

TELEVISION 

LIGHTS OUT/tWNDAY NIGHTS/9|30/Channel 6/
* r *

Generally this show pro*  
duces ghostie stories that 
are definately not scarey0 But 
once in a while they come up 
with a goods-f or fantasy play*  -*•

Several weeks ago they 
did Philx&p ItauDonald* s • • ~
chilling PRIVATE**wKEEP OUT •—
from The Magazine of Fantasy ✓
rr' Science Fiction^ It starred 
: yn Douglas and was extremely'
voxl doneo On other occasions 
they have produced Nelson Bond’s 
C0$fe3EROR’S ISLE, Henry Kuttnet’s 
DON’T LOOK NOW under the title THE 
MARTIAN EYES, and Lester del Rey’s
PIPES OF FAIT to mention just a few*  r ,

Generally the effects are novel and though the special effects la$K 
a great deal of the finesse of Hollywood productions, tiiey are. satis
fying indeed to watch*

THE

TALES (&F TOMORROW

On Friday, April 26, the Advisory Board nenbers who, having shirked 
their duty to the BULLETIN (oh all right, so the Editor was with then 
toe, so vfaat?), proceeded to watch the best science fiction production 
thus far done on TV, TALES OF TOMORROW presented a story free ESQUIRE 
M/GAZINB of several months ago which was called AN ERRAND OF EXTERMINAiION 
under the title of PLAGUE FROM SPACE*  This was so well done, that it 
inspired the AB members to make our nag as good as that play*  Naturally 
we didn’t suceed, but it was worth the Effort*  Wish you or us had hud 
a movie camera about, so that we could have saved the thing# It was 
terrif*  (concluded page 26)
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RADIO

Information has sifted into this office, with, dire threats accomp
anying it if reparations are not mate, that this department has over
looked a great many science fiction, fantasy, horror, and weird radio 
shows» Among these are such titles as:

THE SHADOW THE MYSTERIOUS STRANGER THE
WHISPERER THE BLACKjABOUND BOOK NIGHT TERROR

Now, we are always ready to oblige, as we have shown already, but 
some of these shows, for very good reasons, we are not able to take care 
of*  As for the first one mentioned, the only s-f angle is 'that the 
SHADOW is invisible at tines. Other than that, he's strictly a detekatif 
We plan to review THE MYSTERIOUS TRAVELER next issue, so hold your 
horses, we’ve only got so much space, you know, THE WHISPERER is not 
even fantasy. It is a series of detective stories also. And as for 
those last two, ,, why,man, welve never even HEARD of then. They probably 
aren't piped into this section.

If anyone out there has any info on these shows, or any others 
we noy have neglected, please send any or all dope or ere n reviews to 
the address on the table of contents page. We1 de appreciate it.

advertisement JERCLB OPTICAL 
"C 0 M TA'E Y' 
"Cleveland,Ohio 
’’East 9th and 
wprcspect Aventie 
” superior 1*4270.WHY IS

Staggering

leading^
He wouldn't be if he had gotten his 

glasses made at Cleveland's
optician.

JEROXD OPTICAL COMPANY

JTerry Rabnickr owner of the_____  _____ L-j Jerold Optical Ccnpany is offering 
special attention to members of the<’^~ CLEVELAND SQJENQE TICTIQN 
SOCIETY FREE: adjustment of jydur glasses——wiping papers

get your glasses made rights g|t (y| ft by



science fiction abort atory

bariai6z >eiijsot 1

THE DIMENSIONS W«€ TH^T^lED. 
So WHEKE DIP THEY Look For 
THE TROUBLE?--IN A S0/^|WT<

At tinea it is rather difficult to be a third party in the telling 
of a story*  Especially since there is no real reason for a "third party" 
at all*  ’

Suffioe.it to aay that I know the atory and if it weren't for me,,, 
you would never have cone to hear it, or at least all of it*

I’n what you night term a "necessary evil”*

Although, not having been proven to the satisfaction of a great many 
of Earth*s  scientists*  it is generally accepted that there it a good 
chance of there being other, ^rtiat you night tern, dimensions.

Sone speak of the fourth, fifth, and seventeenth dimensions as being 
extensions (sonetines at right angles to ours) of the Earth hererand^npw 
dimension*

Actually, you know, It isn’tjSD,: • . » .

‘They aren’t like extensions at all*  They ,are. like* ,, . .Well, did 
ym ever get one of th^se birthday presents all wrapped tip in a monstrous 
bcx? And when you opened it, there was. another box somewhat smaller? And 
when you opened that one, another? And still another? Take that situation 
and add the phrase ad.?- infinitum,

Now you know the whole story of the dimension theory,

.If you will pardon me, I should like to seqt that I never thought I 
would do as fine a job of narrating as I am, .

■ - ... • .................. (continued page 29)

Suffioe.it


fSB leflT AWHie (eo»tinued>

But we had beat get tn with it*  II wally caused quite a stir in
Tryymssan, you know*  ,

,,<cr do you?

It would seem best to tell it in various time styles*  For you see 
time is not relative in the dimensions*  It may have happened last May 
for all you care, but it will not happen in Ti’xyiMuni till the Ourpi o*  
GluJ.

? *

Nonetheless,,,

There is a scientist (if he could be termed that) in Trxymmn whose 
only thought at the moment is to reach a bowl of ripe potahe on his desk*

He starts across the room (it isn’t actually a room) to take one 
but en route collides with his office transtemper.

It is an acoident that rarely occurs, the transtempors having been 
pretty well perfected by this day and age (cr sluok and foouhj, if you 
prefer)*  but even sc, the scientist’s foot (it really isn’t) collides ■ 
with the floor switch and the machine, idly pointed toward the desk, 
casts its blue radiance over a small paperweight atomic that rests there*

With a nearly inaudible snapping sound, indicative of the closing . 
of space where the atomic had been, it disappears*

Consternation, in assorted degrees, plays over the faoe (?) of the 
scientist as' he puts through a non-relay mental beam to the police (well, 
you wouldn’t actually call them “police”, but,,*).

Instantly they arrive and having taken the information, shoot the 
scientist, . . .

Naturally they shoot him, he made a mistake. What else was there 
to do with him? ; ;

But it is understood by all present that even if the scientist were 
‘ alive, he could never make as big a mistake as this one,

, i - •

An atomic in another dimension. The concept was staggering, ’Hie 
thought ghastly. The possible results horrible.

Remember what I told you about non-relative time?

Well,,,,,

They’re going to call in the most talented inter-dimensional de
tective of them all, Tyreer-kouJ, Why is he so good? Wasn’t he born in 
a trans-temporal realigner ship between Trrxymran and Norvofass? What 

(continued page 29)



better envir extent ’.to build .up ,the rlght mental attitudes for inter*  
dimensional detecting? ' ’ * ,....

They’ve sent out hundreds of squads already rt©. try and find it*  
They realize the urgency connected with the accidents Not do much the • 
harm it would do to the dimension it landed iny although it was sure- to 
destroy Lt, but think of the repercussions on Trxymmme With the atoms of 
one dimension warped^'the others would begin to melt in upon themselves*  
Tornadoes, hurricanes? tidal waves, perhaps even a lovareen or two*  Good 
Lord (not ours, of course)!

’x’ •• '

So Tyreer-kouJ is going to go out. Or went out? Sometimes even L 
get mixed up with this time business. It really is a bother, you know*

It was a faintly luminous trail of burst ‘pen-atoms that kouj was 
1 king for*  It followed every item that happened to be drawn out of its 
dimension, He glanced back at his own trail*  Inoompatability of matter 
or something, he mused*

This was the**,let  me sec*,.four  thousand eight hundred thirty ninth 
dimension he had tried in a period of over***um 0**forty-three  hoojis 
(equivalent to twelve minutes and thirty-four seconds in Earth-dimension 
time, bui since they in Trxymran are much shorter lived than on Earth, it 
doesn’t mean much either way)*

So far kouj had found exactly nothing*

Or almost*

He had had a delightful stopover for a while'in Rykuparr where that 
little bar-maid (she wasn’t exactly a—all right, I’ll stop saying it) 

hiad been overly friendly*

And now here he was on that backward planet of***what  in the name 
of Goosi did they call it***ah,  the book*  Earth*  Wat a gutteral sound*  
Earth*  Ughhh*  ”,

Nothing here either, he supposed, and yet***

The pen-atom detector clicked thoughtfully and then, as if summon
ing more courage, gave out a loud bleat and pointed toward the far quad***  
rant*

kouj (you always, always spell it with a small k, it being a proper 
name) immediately lit out for the spot*

It was a huge .building with the words upon itt

GROCTER AND PAMBIE SOAP COW ANY

HOME OF SWISH*  the MIRACIE DETERGENT FOR ALL YOUR 
HOUSEWORKING CARESH WISH WASH? SWISH WASH Hl

This cryptic message bore absolutely no meaning for kouj who passed 
through the porous red material and entered the building*  And gasped***

And ’turned white***  (concluded page 30)
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And left that dimension with such an audible pop that several
workmen in the soap faotoy looked tMfeheir boiling pots o< SWISH*  I

* * * *
kouj made his report briefly, and to the point*  Then he was stabbed and 
the evacuation of Trxymmm was begun*

Thousands and millions and billions boarded trans-temporal realign
ers and shoved off for parts and/or dimensions unknown*

To get away from that warped dimension within whose vicinity was 
rth*  To get away was their most earnest wish*

kouj’s report?

that would rip space-time fabric foreons to 
seems they were even passfcg it offWw some

What it said was that they were making a horrible chemical mixture 
come in that dimension*  It 
strange ritual utensil or

something*

Since they were getting out anyhow*  they didnTtworry about the lost 
atomic*  A little verraliumoid-^etal cube like that if exploded, as it 
□urjly would be, since its controls wgre so easy 
t; cm, would get them anywjjfere no matter how far

a moron could operate ‘ 
away they tried to get*

It seemed that the people of the dimensions were living on borrowed 
time*  But that SWISH***

* * * *
Mrs*  Frenessi swore in three languages*

It was quite a verbal display and Mr*  Frenessi was uncommonly proud 
of the woman he had wed*

•’What’s-a the matt, Viola,11 he enquired*

nSa tan can-opener won’t-a woik* n she exploded*  banging the little 
metal ciibe on the tabletop*

Mr*  Frenessi chuckled softly*  “How many-a years since you find-a 
that ting in-a you winda-lxjx?” he a^^d*

"It’s-a be close to seventeerryears this-u month* M she replied, MWhyT

wWhat-a you worry about it for all-a time? You haint-a got it to 
•jork-a right-a yet.** w

As a matter of fact, she hadntt*  But perhaps some day*

■7 W T EE E ~ END ■
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department

APRIL’S REST ART

Bging a selection of the best artwork from the professional B’-f magazines 
that cane out in March 1952» Chosen by the Advisory Board of the CSFS 
BULLETIN and the Editors in recognition of outstanding artistic achievemen

All pictures or artwork chosen in this column are selected 
factors in m:nd$ 1) science fiction and/or fantasy content^ 
2)artistic value and 3)reflection of story material. .j;hc

FANTASTICsoaBARYE PHILLIPS for that amazingly beautiful 
cover on the Summer 1952 issue (excluding the 
Mr» LOR? Summers had his pinkies inj«.doVIRGIL 
for the magnificent work on pages 12 31 of
issue.r,aED ’VALIGUR3KY for’that ^a.j. science fiction 
pic on page 62 for the story FUEL ‘CIRCLE,,,

STARTLING STORIES, *o ALEX SCHOMBURG for that'tremendous 
cover on the May^l952 Starting Stories^ nuoh oredi. 

AMAZING STORIES. , owi th his first stf mag cover WALTER 
POPP wins acclaim for his June 1952 cover of AS...

01 ER WORLDS SCIENCE STORIES 09 .the cover by MALCOLM SMITH on June 1952 ’ 
issue receives acclaim for being a beautiful interplanetary cover...
JON ARFSTRQM’s pic for GOLDEN GUARDSMEN on page 110 also wins award...* i.

GALAXY SCIENCE FICTION...to ED ALEXANDER for those striking pios that 
(concluded page 32) 
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expressed the ncc-.l of the story ACCIDENTAL*  FLIGHT “in the April 1952 
issue? These pix on*  pages 10 & 11^ 18 & 19^ 35P 44 & 45 are beautiful 
examples of art that complements the story, that helps it and illust
rates what the author meant® These are prime examples of this®.,

IMAGINATION.. .another tremendous job in a phot-dyed print wins for 
MALCOLM SMITH a great deal of praise. On the May 1952 issue, the cover 
illustrated a scene from. ’’TONIGHT TLffl SKY WILL FALLt”...

look for the best art of MAY in
our next issue...number 15.0C®.

issues and an annual for §1.50 a
featured article **********

A WORD ABOUT THIS ARTICLE^ since the inception of the BULLETIN, under 
that name, we have featured material mostly by members or devotees of 
the Cleveland Science Fiction Society^ but now wo finii in our file la- 
bled SCHEDULE MATERIAL a magnificent article by a fellow who is quite 
well known outside the CSFS ranks®

BILL VENABLE, former editor of the poular FANVARIETY magazine and 
present editor of PENDULUM, has been a real actifan in the stf ranks 
for quite some time now and is well thought of by all who know him*  His 
material has been featured in many fan magazines and he has even publi
shed a professional story in OTHER WORLDS SCIENCE STORIES® An article 
by Venable always assures a fanmag of a good sale*  For he is known to 
put considerable effort into each of his too scarce pieces©

This, in the opinion of this Editor, is one of Bill’s finest art
icles® It not only is a stimulating discussion, but it covers beautiful
ly a 'subject that has puzzled fan and pro alike® What makes fandom go?

We are particularly desirous of obtaining comments on this article 
as a follow-up is planned for a forthcoming issue® Uust send remarks t© 

the address on the table of contents page® Now go on and enjoy the article.
.HE the editor

>ii»B Hi ' W' HU
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E S S A Y 0 N
E G 0 BOO by

B I LI V E NAB

Doubtless some of you have puzzled over the questiont What makes 
fandom run? I don’t mean by thisj what scares then, or what sort of 
machinery (such as fanclubs) is found in operation among fans® But pre
cisely what is the driving force, the goal, the motivating power behind 
the flurry of CRIFANAC (critical fan activity—ed.)that meets the eye? 
To quote Ben^t, ’’What is this agony of marching dust?” These spinning 
mimeo drums, these clacking typewriters and scratching pens that run on 
into the night in every funnish abode? .. . • •..<

Tor the average fan there is only one answeri EGQBOO^ For the none 
average fan the answer is the same, but not so apparently, because.they 
are not honest about it. It remains nevertheless the prime motivating 
force behind fanactivity®®®and fandom in general®

(continued page 33)
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Now some will, as I say, dispute this; nevertheless no satisfactoiy 
substitute can be offered, Certainly,the purpose -of fandom is not, in 
the first place, to advance, science fict-lcn. Art Rapp,, in an article TO 
HELL WITH SCIENCE FICTION in a recent issue of FUTURIST?pointed out that 
a majoi*  portion of fanactivity has nothing to do with science fiction or 
fantasy; but'that as a matter of fact, fans have so ’ many' tastes in com»» 
mon that they miglyt.band together on any number of grounds of common ’ - 

tastes*  Another £>oint is that as science fiction becomes more popular9 
even now, fandom suffers from increasing disorganization and a corre6*  
ponding decrease in the homogeneity and intimacy that it has enjoyed.

* SPACEWARFf July 1950, p. 15, Jacobs’ entertaining and clever def
inition of egoboo in mathematical terms is as follows:

“DEFINITION^ Eg.oboo—the produce (sic) between the square of one’s 
work appearing in print and the comment thereon,,,,Symbollically: E-W*C<„

Taking other factors into account, this is expanded’to read: 
E-W^CLZ, where L- length of .ttye work in multiples of 1000 words,ZS 
circulation of the zine,'number - of pieces-one has in any one zine, 
and C— number of comment, also in multiples of 1000,..Bill Venable

True, to some extent a .common enjoyment of science fiction tends 
to bind fans together; although this was more true, in the days when the
ordinary man tended to regard science fiction as more “nonsense” than it
is today. In those days, devotees of s-f were few and far between, rel
atively speaking, and association with other s-f fen was more precious

from the s-f angle because such chances to discus^ the “nonsense” lit- • 
erature intelligently were rare and .to.be prized, Popularization has 
o’^rged this; more and mo.re^people reading science fiction,, ‘have changed 
* cs position. Its status is no longer that of; an “outcast” literature, • 
The man on the street no longer regards fen as harfblessly and curiously 
insane,. The thrill of comparing notes and ideas on a unique common taste 
in s-f has been obviated .forever, • .

As a matter of fact, when fans get together, they almost never talk 
about science fiction; first because their tastes in that field tend td 
become so set that they either agree with one another^, dr. agree to dis-' 
agree, leaving nothing to discuss. Barring collectors,.who, by their owri 
admission never read what they collect anyway9 trading, is not a primary’ 
function either. Collecting science fiction'is done more for the purpose 
of being able to say you own something rare, or possibly as an investment; 
but almost never for the sake of the science 'fiction itself, It might as 
well be stamps, fxom the collecting angle.

This leaves us with egoboo as our prime factor. Having arrived at 
this- conclusion, it will be'necessary to define egoboo rather more ex- * 
plicitjy than has been the usual, case. I except Lee Jacobs’ discussioM 
of egoboo in mathematical terms in his brilliant and entertaining little 
article THE MATHEMATICS OF FANDOM*  ; but his definition is, for our 
purposes, too limited and not sufficiently flexible.

The derivation cf egoboc is, according to the best sources at hand, 
from Ego IJoogt, i,e, , a boost of one’s ego, Who coined this word first, 
how and wEen 11 came into being, are hoT known to tTiis author in spite 
of extensive research into the question, (NOTE: if anyone reading this 
cuticle has knowledge of the matter above, I would appreciate hearing 
from him,). • „■ ’‘ ‘ ■

. ... t • • *** (continued page 33)
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I shall define egcboo here as essentially an appreciation of some*  
one else’s interest i# one’ s own work and/or achievementseThis defin
ition will serve, I think,^£o explicitly designate what egoboo’is*  It 
fulfills the requirements of a definition for brevity, clarity, concis- 
1 '.n and simplicity. To understand the ramifications, the full ramifio*  
a;".-ions, of the term, however, and the variables which enter into it 
del’ different situations, we must investigate the qualities of egoboo 
at greater length, and the factors on which its degree or quantity de
pends.

JS^oboo varies in degree and kind from person to person, depending 
on individual temperaments, The main variables under this classifica
tion are the individual fan’s e#aluati on of his >v/n work,‘and his 
intent in producing the work from whl'cFi he derives egoboo.

Egoboo may be derived from material that displeases others, as well 
as material that receives praise. If, for instance, the author of an 
article wrote it with the purpose in mind of angering his readers, then 
he will derive maximum egoboo if the comments on his work are more or 
leas nasty, On the other hand,, an article or, say, a drawing’ intended ; 
to please the reader*  or to inform, or for any other purpose, will .4 
yield maximum egoboo when the comments about the piece are, again, in 
line with the author’s Intent*  It is therefore desirable that the rea

der reaction to the fan’s work be in line with the fanis intent in pro
ducing the work*  • ’

Similarly*  the amount of egoboo derived depends upon the value that 
the author rlaces upon his own work, Rachmaninoff was grieved because, 
of all his works, the most popular was the Trelude in 0 Sharp Ki nor—• 
the one he detested mbsta Therefore £0 get maximum egoboo the author or 
artist must place about the sane value as others dof if he thinks it is 
a masterpiece and others do not, then the slightest praise he may reo- 
pi"? is really worse than none at allj or if he thinks it is poor and 
others think it is a masterpiece, the same is true*

There are also factors determining the degree and quantity of ego
boo that are determined Identically for almost all persons---the im
personal factors*  These Include primarily ■ the general character of 
the interest shown in any fan’s work, and the character of the persons 
who show an interest*

The latter depends upon two thingsg the status of the- person mak
ing the comments, and the arts in which he is an authority*  Naturally, 

recognition by BNF (big name fan— ed* ) will contain’more egoboo than 
the same recognition from a neofan or passifan*  Also, to an. artist, for 
instance,*  recognition by a fellow artist means more than recognition 
from someone else*  Therefore maximum egoboo is yielded when the greatest 
recognition is from BNF who arc authorities in the field in which the 
w< r? is done*

Other apersonal factors are finally^ such things as the status of 
the magazine in which one’s work appears, Amateur Journal societies, 
for instance, afford less egoboo than a general zine with an excellent 
reputation and a large circulation, Troxines differ in the quantity of 
egoboo yielded^ depending on how one’s work appears in a prozine, To 
have a notice in the personals or a letter in the letter column would 
be the lowest category of prozine egoboo. whereas to have a story pub*,  
lished professionally, or to have an article written about yourself, 
or a feature written by yourself, would afford great ’amounts of egcboo, 

(continued page 35)
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The distribution of comment Is also a factor*  This in two ways; 
geographically (whether one’s recognition is local.’ national* —or inter*  
national) and simple quantity and/or circulation*  A large number of 
comment a in the foim of personal letters and small mention in fanzines 

' would affor more egoboo than a small number; and comments by editors ox 
. fanzines which have a large distribution range also afford large chunks • 

cf egoboo*

We could now summarize by giving a quantitive expression for de*  
termining the amount of egoboe fin any given instance,, thus; the- amount : > 
of egoboo in any situation is given by the ratio.: of the author s pur*  
.pose to the reader’s reactions plus the ratiorof the author s evaluation 
to the reader’s evaluation*  the quantity times the geographical dist
ribution of the comments times the quantity*  the status of fen comment*  
ing (average) plus the specialty of the fen commenting (average) times 
the integral with respect to time of the number of words comment per 
week, from the time of publication of thv work to the time at which the 
egoboo is being calculated*  Symbolically;

jSl author’s purpose 
jjR reader’s response 

author’s evaluation of the work
E!’* reader’s-evaluations (averaged)
GJ*  geographical distribution of comments
EH status of fans commenting (averaged)
S» specialty of fans commenting (averaged) 
y(t)» words of comment‘as a function of time 
To* time of publication of the zine
T58 time of calculation of egoboo

Units for these quantities are much too complicated to go into here; 
a work in preparation now will explain the complete system and methods 
of calculation to all interested* • • *

Finally*  I ask the careful reader to take note that egoboo is not 
by any means synonymous with conceit*  swell-headednest. or any vices of 
that type*  Egoboo is variously an enjoyment*  an appreciation*  an a sat
isfaction that comes from deserved recognition of one’s work*

It is not*  strictly speaking * a boost of the ego*  Chalk ^p a new’ 
term*  for egoboo is boo* plain and simple*

It is the prime motivating force behind that essential character 
cf actifans everywhere*  CRIFANAC*

A later article will be devoted to a discussion of the relations 
between egoboo and CRIFANAC*  and the nature of CRIFANAC itself*

Until then*  good boo to all|

THE END
(further note on page 36)
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A PARTING WORD ABOUT THE ARTICLE YOU HAVE JUST READ| Now that you 
have perused the article preceding by Bill Venable, we feel sure that 
you will glad to know that the article (s) mentioned therein to follow 
the one you have just read, WIIL nEFIKATELY be scheduled just as soon 
as space alLws. In the meantime though, your opinions and comments on 

ESSAY ON EGOBOO are desired. Please send them to the address on the 
table of contents page# Thanks and we hope you enjoyed ESSAY.... •««.he 

feature

the OSES BULLETIN presents.....

WORK ON SECOND FIFTY

a bibliography of a prominent science fiction writer1s 
magazine writings for the years 1950—1952

MARGARET ST. CIAIR

FUTURE SCIENCE FICTION THRILLING. WONDER STORIES

AGE OF PROPHECY
THE WAY BACK

March 1951
November 1951

THE PILLOWS
THE EVERLASTING FOOD

THE REPLACED

June 1950
December'

I960 
April 1951

IMAGINATION

FC’ COW THE WEEDS
: „_RN ENGAGEMENT

June 1951
' January 1952

MAGAZINE OF FANTASY AND SCIENCE FICTION

WORLD OF ARLES IA Winter-Spring 1950

PLANET STORIES

FLOWERING EVIL

V ’ inhabited MEN
■_ u VAKDERLARK

Summer 1950
Fall 1950
September 1951
January 1952

STARTLING STORIES

HATHOR’S RETS January 1950
T EN FLY OUR GREETINGS March 1951 
VjLCAN’S DOLLS February 1952
THE MORALIST May 1952

2 As can be seen/Miss St'c C^iir1 s works/ 
/have been skimpy indeed with all the 21 
’’stories with the exception gf VULCAN’S ” 
“1)OLLS (novel) and THE EVERLASTING POOD / 
’"’((novelette) being short or short-short 
’’stories,, Since 1950 to date—22 stories’ 
JATCH FOR AUTHOR #2: ERIC FRANK RUSSELL ~

WIRD TALES

THE CORN DANCE March 1950
MRS. HAWK July 1950
THE INVISIBLE REWEAVER

November’
19 5®

PROFESSOR KATE January 51
THE LITTLE RED OWL July 1951 *
THE BIRD November 5L
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PHEDICAICENT IN SPACE
WOOD

Why, It was up in outer space
That I came up face to face

With an awfully sad-like fact
There was something that I lacked*

I searched thw whole- durn rocket 
And even searched my pocket

Then all worry I surpassed
When I saw I was out of gas.

It couldn’t he true
But whatever could I do?

It was really a sad*type  fact
Because I could never turn back*-

I was out of the stratosphere
With almost all the necessary gear

Even had three quarts of rum,
And a bit o’ chewin’ gum*

I couldn’t make the rocket go, 
Rum would power it too slow.

And I couldn’t use the gum*,,,
Well, I guess I’ll drink the nun,

• * •
.. ....... PAT.Pff

LORELEI SCREffi by
' r1' 1 BEESE

On a rock, ocean swirling round, • 
There sat a group of "women**  

Lovely—but rook-bound,
Oayyy, wayyyj Lorelei singing*

Beata came near, they whispering low,
They crying, wailing.

To watery perishment go, ’ 
Trarleee., leeej Lorelei humming*

Yet a vessel—large, of metal 
Bearing cannon bow and sternf

Placed a shot on that rock of Hell,
Aiyeee, yieeej Lorelei screaming,

(concluded page 38)
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i

LORELEI SCREAL-i (concluded)

Red the life "blood, too late to atone*
Lorelei die, near Siren Rock,

Their death knell, a watery moan, 
Silence*  Silence*  Lorelei gone, 

j- • >»

FAMILIAR FACE
MARILYN

ANDREAS

Canals of Mars I’ve seen "before*  
And sandy deserts,too,

I remember! On the other shore 
Is where I first met you.

Or was it Voxels* steaming swamp b,
In ages long gone, byj 

Wile I collected postage stamps,
That you first caught my eye?

• *■

Or could it have been Mercury, 
Or Jupiter***or  Earth?

Were was it that you, Destiny,
First gave my life its worth?

I’ve never even been as far
As Earth’s own little moon*

But now that I know what you are,
I’ll reach the stars—-—and soon*

As you can see, though we include poetry each time, it is quite fften 
from the acpne people, who, though penning good material, are liable ta 
drop over from either ulcers, apoplexy or overwork,

. r' ' * A ♦ ’ -

us save our writers1 lives*  Just send us a poem or sonnet or any- 
4 '..ng else you can think of that, is classifiable under that heading of 

trier a science-fiction or fantasy nature*  We will be glad to publish 
it if it comes up to the BULLETIN’S standards*  Just ship your work off 
to the address on the Table of Contents page*  And again, much thanks*



39science fiction T ARABLE short-short

gUICKl KILL IT BEFORE IT MULTIPLIES^.
• .... ■ ■' ? ■' .t ’ ”

by Karl J. Chans
* . < • ■ . . .

Look, San, ever -there in that dark corner*-*!!*®  it*a  hiding. Whet 

13 it?

I don’t see anything*  What—*?

Don’t look directly at it*  Turn 
of your eye» so that the sight of it 
of your retina*

I still don’t think— V
Look carefully*

Oh my God—Quick! Help we kill

your head and look from the cornet 
falie on the moat sensitive part

it before it multiplies!

What—*? i
Don’t be such a fool*  Xtfs running*

But—

Help me catch it|

Okay*  but—

There it goes*

Behind that pillar*  How|

Ow, my leg—

Did you fall? '*** ’ ■,

What.the hell do you think*  0h| There it goes*

Yeah*  Hey*  it’s going for that tunnel*

Ahr now it’s cornered*  \
Look, Sam, 'what's this all about. What did you want to oateh it fort

So I can kill the thing.

But why kill it?

30 It can't multiply. K '

But why— (concluded page 40)



** IT MULT TPL IBS | (concluded) 4$
1

’ For God*s  Bake don’t ask foolish questions*  Kill—-

All right, all right, but how oan I kill it?

Here take this stick, I’ve got one. I’ll help you.

I’ll go to the right. You to the left. It’s cornered;

It can’t escape,

ho;
There; Take that.

And that;

And that;

It’s dead, • - •

Yes, We’re safe now. For a while at least. They get through,.,

Look, Sam, I know you couldn’t waste time explaining this.to me 
beforej I just had to work’along with you, trusting you, and kill it. 
But now it’s over. Tell me, what was it? Why kill it?

You, why, you really don’t know. do you.,,,?

TEE END

A WORD ABOUT THE PARABLE YOU HAVE JUST READ*  some may think it was u 
rat or a gopher they were chasing. Others may think they were insane, 
A few of you readers may recognize the subtlety of the piece and under
stand what it was they did not want to multiply. And besides,,.who said 
they were on Earth?

send ell letter© of suggestions for the OSES BULLETIN toi HARLAN ELLISON 
12701 SHAKER BLVD, APART!® NT ’ //616, CLEVELAND 20, SR IO and get them- ans
wered IN MJJJL by the edit or,,,,,,,,,,.,

• M ■ N « Wtt I*  It H II H tt H W II MH Htl M N H U H H If tftf H H W 9 W H H W H H fritHH It H »II U H H II H H W II N H H W H W U W N H H H H« It«

fromi KENNETH FISHER
Dear Harlan,

(continued page 41)



41iVs In the MAIL bag (continued.)
■ j

Thoughtb aS I read TRAPPING THE -...seventy |»

from the Solar System was a planet, In the firs p do | =
would a planet be doing 70 million J ?f ?here's a plank t '
you tell where tte Solar System begins Stet I mean,
there, by Gccirge FrostJthe-approximate '

^e^rce^of^Er's^eten ^given aAeing 7,500^000,00^ '

With a distance like that, what would Solap system, at all?
CCO miles out from our Solar System, ..out ° ^ere is

Also there is reason to believe (sc states Fro ) whi-oh
another planet farther from the sun t^an Blutc (must^e tte^cne^^ .. 
you are speaking;. And even if tnatw^ System dnd it would seem
in the Solar System,, T.t has to be r oolar ^|reat-star-10-Bar-• ■ ■ 
that it has to be m our oolar oysrem si.^e vears 1'25,000,000,000,000 
Solar System is Proxiraa Centauri, 4,1 light-years or «,v , >
miles away*  x *,,^4.  « ' ’*Tt was a hot and steamy planets

Sounds good enough to eat, but,known Solar System i8 
What the heck? Dear, Harlan, being the- o * miles plus

• --- :.O^ miles in ^ianeter, yourlittle yJ^KEs *T H0T STEAK^K
•'000,000 miles from the Sun, WHAT IK THE HEL^ x gtories

- cite kid this Steevthyse. I see that this^s o^^when Harl Eller- . 
that jumps around all over the plac . 0hip—was his mind
entered the bookshop, was he still in . ^d when I see that the chap- 
still wandering? These thoughts are in ny mina wnerx 
ters should come i-n -the follov/ingsrcr^ " " variable space linotype

- »> .
same? , , Kenneth Fisher

BEAR KBIT, 1 WAS AFRAID OF THIS SOM ®

SsVS”™ s ?S$ r’SreTtK^.
MILLIOK MILES FIGURE AT RANDOM. THE™ tFTTER WRITTEN TO A FELLOW
BEAR IN MIND THAT "TRAPPING THE BEAST" WAb A IETOR WIT^^^ OJ1 
FAN WITH ABSOLUTELY NO INTENTION INTENDED vcjt HADN’T BOTHERED
YOUR REMARKS PUZZLE US AROUND HEREj KEN. AS THOU^ YOU y0D WO1T,T
TO READ THE THING WELL AND THEN JUST TALKED AT RAJDOt . 1 
TAKE OFFENSE, BUT WHAT THE DEVIL ARE YOU T^UCING AB

-,:»s sy' ■
tv VDTT DON’T APPROVE OF THE STYLE IN WICK THE Zll-Dlxi2;o/>£z «aTTAD?. vod SUG^ir' 'iHAT YOU DONATE ‘THE ELEVEN -THOUSAND AND SOME ODD DOLl ,
SUPPLIES. HOI^T??.*, •♦•♦•••••••••••••♦••♦♦♦*•*♦•••*•**•*  *****

wnwHHHHHHHiiHKWMWH from?-ANTHONY BOUCHER ' 

Dear Mr* Ellisons (co»ti*ued page 42)
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i

Couldn't resist reading the copies of THE BULLETIN OF THE OSES be— 
fore forwarding them tc de Camp and Pratt# * • • •

You’ve got a promising zine there*  Pity that the often very bad 
mimeographing may put- off .sone prospective readers who’d like the lively 
& intelligent contents *" “*hope  you'll soon be able to make the visual 
aspect live up tc the' materialt • • . • - ;

I*d  like particularly to thank you-—no, as a reviewer myself I 
know that' 3 not the right word; let’s say to acknowledge gratefully the 
many kind things you have to say in both issues about my own work 1 
about T&SF*  > \ \ . . , . .

It’s always reassuring to hear such reactions*  And you mighw make 
a note that*  though we don’t run a letter*  column^ we are always more 
than eager to hear from readers**,with  either bouquets or brickbats*  

C ord i ally s
Anthony Boucher? editor MAGAZINE 

OF FANTASY AND SCIENCE FICTION

HEAR TONY: WE ARE FLABBERGASTED*  WE ARE THUNDERS TRUCK, TO GET A LETTER 
FROM THE LEADING EDITOR IN THE PROFESSIONAL RANKS IS ENOUGH TO SWELL 
THE HEAD OF TIE MOST EGOTISTICAL OF FAN EDS*  IN EXPLANATION TO THE READ
ERS*  PERHAPS I HAD BETTER SAY THAT THE COPIES FOR de CAMP AND PRATT WERE 
THE FIRST ONES IN THEIR CITATION SUBSCRIPTION AND THAT NOT HAVING THEIR 
ADDRESS, WE SENT IT COURTESY OP MAG OF F&SF*  MUCH THANKS FOR THE KIND • 
WORDS AID HENCEFORTH, LOOK FOR YOUR OWN COPY SO YOU WON’T HAVE TO READ 
OTHER AUTHORS MAIL*  THERE’S A 50 YEAR PENALTY FOR MAIL OPENING*  ***•  »»he
tt tt M fl M H « II « H « H H W H W M h « M W W • H H « H ft W H W H H * » « » H H H H H H M »» H tt H M W » H H II « »l H H H !l h H il M ♦» 0 W II W H H 

from: BILL VENABLE
Dear Harlan*  ’ , . „

Enclosed it what I consider one of my «inor maeterpieoes, short of 
pro writing*  It took much labor and’sweat*  but I think it was worth it*  
Ycu treat it well, my fellow editor, or wait'll you see what I do to 
your articles} Seriously the, I hope you like it, and 1 hope your rea
ders do also*  If you want the next one in the series let me know*  • 
otherwise QUANDRY gets it*

Like the BULLETIN OF THE CSFS*  You need better covers tho, otherwise 
it was pretty darned good*  YHOS,

Bill

AVAST BILLY-BOY: DO WE LIKE IT? SEELY BOY*  SHIP US THE NEXT ONE AND BE 
QUICK ABOUT IT*  COVERS? LOOK FOR SOME SHARP STUFF SOONLY*  HOW DO YCU
LIKE THE GIBSON THIS TIME?* mm.ikm mommm ...♦••••••

itwnhhnn wwhhnwnNttii wnnhwtt tinn»K»»nh»nti «hh itww it wt<how nuhh hh iiit hh »h «»<♦»»nm•• 
from: EDWIN B*  COLBURN

Dear Mr*  Ellison*

I wish to acknowlefge your letter of April 19, 1952, and to thank 
you for the copy of THE BULLETIN OF THE CLEVELAND SCIENCE FICTION SOCI
ETY which you sent me*  I have read it with interest*

Examining the book reviews, I find that we have reviewed and pur
chased all of the titles listed in this issue*  However, we would like 
to continue receiving THE BULLETIN if you can arrange to send it to us*  
in order that we nay see further reviews and also keep it on file for 
use by the staff of our Popular Library*

Thank you very much for your courtesy*
Sincerely yours*

Edwin B*  Colburn,Supervisor, Processing Dept**  
Cleveland Public Library

(continued page 43)
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DEAR MR. COLBURNS WE ARE CERTAINLY GLAD THAT OUR LITTLE BULLETIN IS HELP
ING YOU IN SOME WAY, FOR WE ALWAYS TELL EVERYONE THAT CLEVELAND’S-LIBRARY 
IS ONE OF 'THE MOST PROGRESSIVE IN THE COUNTRY AND THIS PROSES IT*  WE!RE 
WITH YOU FOR MOKE AND BETTER S-F*  **».«*•*♦*♦.*♦**©«•*•*  o oa * 3* o©^e

WWIItttiWWttWWtttt WWW WW WWW WWWWttWHWWWWW WWWWWWWWWWMWHWIIMWII II Wit W WW W W W WIt H W WW W WWW 

front DAVID ENGLISH
Dear Harlan,—>

'A few words on your mag, ’ *
I suggest that you use "both sides of your paper*  It will stand it, 

I think. Or failing that, use bigger staples*  My copy has been sloughing 
away to a twenty-pager*

Your editorial reveals you to be a person who is deeply woundc\ ..y 
the fact that others do not appreciate the full glory of stf*  Further,- • 
you realize that some of their accusations against it are true*  This is 
even more painful* ’Hence you want to reform the field*  But if you should 
euceed in doing so, you might destroy the very things that attracted 
you to it*  For instance, you rail against the interest fans take in 
Dianeticst doesn’t that show some sort of freedom of thought! the 
willingness to investigate something new and different? To me’it shows 
that many fans are wonderfully different from ordinary people, who be
lieve, through their misunderstanding of science, that science ' ;-?n 
has nut the world neatly in order and that peace has come at last, 
there being nothing new under the sun*  It shows a willingness to eecr 
a new and better future by following an untried path, Dianetics may be 
a false path, but only trial will prdve that*  True, fans aren t perfect, 
but making the field as drab and so-calledly "respectaole" as stamp*  . 
collecting—which seems to be your hope and dream-— wouldn t be periect- 
ing it> it would be killing itj ’

May your road be fullfilled,
Dave English, editor of 

FANTASIAS magazine

F*S*  See to it that the writers get copies of the issues in which 
their work appears, huh? I didn’t have as much on hand as I thought ana 
neglected that*  <CE

DEAR DAVEf IN OPENING, IT MIGHT BE APPROPRIATE TO MENTION THAT SOME 01 
THE VERY FINE MATERIAL AND ARTWORK IN THIS ISSUE (particularly tha^r 
DEA or MRS. DOMINICK) WA8 flBNT TO. US. BY WAY OF DAVE AND HIS FINE IL.Z 
FANTASIAS*  IN RELATION TO MY ED, DAVE, I FEEL THIS WAY. CERTAINLY I 
KNOW THAT FANS AREN’T ’SIMON PURE’. WHO DOESN’T. I ALSO RECOGNIZE THAT 
SOME OF THE THINGS THAT THEY SAY ABOUT S-F ARE TRUE*  BUT THAT DOES NOT 
MEAN THAT THE FANS HAVE TO MAKE ASSES OF THEM SELVES BY COMMITTING THE 
MOST STUPID OF ANTICS*  I SAY, DON’T REFORM THE FIELD—REFORM OR THROW 
OUT THE SCREWBALL FRINGE THAT HAS DRIFTED IN*  AS YOU CAN SEE,BOY, WE 
ARE ON BOTH SIDES THIS ISSUE AND WILL CONTINUED TO BE SO*.,.*..*.***he
HMWWWWWIlWWWWIlWHIfllllMWWWWMtlWWWWWWWHIIMWWWWWWWttWWWWWWttWttlllttlWWWWHHMHHMWWWHW .

• , front TEF HOFFMAN
Good day, Ellison,

Thanks muchly for the BULLETIN, Haven’t had a chance to read it 
yet, as I ^ust got in-from work and have a FAPA mag to assemble tonight*  
I’ll take it to the shop with me and read it in the ayem*  Did note, the,' 
while skimming through it, your notes about the EC comics*  I definately 
agree, Those fellows at EC are doing adult stuff in their books I think 

(contlsded page 44) 
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they deserve some note*  ’The South Shall Rlsej®
Beet always,

Lee HoffYnan*  editor 
of QUANDRY

HEAR LEE: BY THE WAY*  MEADERS, DEE IS A GIRL*  APPRECIATE YCXTR LETT” 
US IT / YOU GOT TIE BULLETIN AND HOPE IT IS ENJOYABLE TO YOU*  WE FEEL 
STRICTLY IN ACCORD WITH YOUSB*  ALSO, LOOK FOR A REVIEW OF YOUR STERLING 
FAillAG NEXT ISSUE IN A NEW COLUMN WE ARB STARTING** * * * ***** ***.»* **»*he

1! II tl 11 ft 1111 H H H H W IIW W W H14 ® M II # H • It 14 14 W 14 • • B • • W W # W • n 44 • W • W 44 W U 44 It H 11 If tf M H W W It 11W ■ II # W BW W

Dear Ed.

, I a word in a hurryj this ish was sa much of an improvement that
it 1 nard to associate it with issue number 12*  The mimeo work was a 
heck vx’ lot clearer and was pretty much okay exeept on certain pages*  
Really like Gibson’s Gallery*  Hang on to that kid*  He’s great*

Only one gripe*  A big one*  Where wad the table of contents page?
Yours verf truly,

Ralph Beese

DEAR RALPH: THANK FOR THE SWEET THOUGHTS*  WE’RE CATCHING ON PRETTY FAST 
rOLr ’.TAI THE MIMEO AND WITH AN AUTOMATIC HONEY WOOD AS ASST*  EDITOR IN*  
HALTED, AND WE DARN WELL INTEND TO HANG ONTO GIBSON (IF WE HAVE TO 
USE BOATHOOKS)*  AS FOR THE TABLE OF CONTENTS! SORRY, BUT WE JUST RAN 
OUT OF MIMEO PLATES AND THAT WAS BECAUSE OF PRINTING »TRAPPING THE 
BIRDBATH”. ALSO, THANKS FOR ALL IMMATERIAL YOU’VE TURNED IN TO BE 
PULLED*  IT’S ALL GREAT***********,*****«*•**•*•••**•**•••••••<• t
»11ll1ttlt1ttll1l11ttnilWttH1IWWHWft1l«11l»ltM1!H«»tWH»nilH»flllinUIII1ll1l»Hni»HW*»»HtfWltnWt1t»WHWHt1ftlf

DO you have a gripe—*a  suggestioMwan argument***or  do you lack 
something in your collection**^?

Just drop a line to the address on page 40 and we’ll print it*  We app
reciate comments from any and all readers*  We are yours to command*

tin mi nu u tin n n n n ttnn ww nn w twtw tin »« w »ttBtt n ••• nt»« mt fttBttttiiBBBitwtti till •«•*«* ■*«***
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fan article-satire 47

It wae a ramshackle mansion, situated on the shore of a dead-fish 
strewn beach*  The reek of decaying money was everywhere*  I noticed the 
sign that swung over a gallows-*like  pole next to a swinging body that 
read: , . t s >»,.»..».

KEASTTKY*  S Olfr-TI IE-BAYOU

' ■ I walked up the weed-overgrown path and knocked on the door*  It 
fell in*  I walked over the stricken door to the aocompaniement of myriad 
small puffs of dust*  I began sneezing.

A voice from above me somewhere said, "Gezundheit*"

"Thanks," I muttered weakly, rubbing my snout*

Then it occured to me to find out who1 was nGod-blessing me"*  I 
looked up and saw a young man, quite stout, held up, it seemed?^ by 
nothing more than a propeller beanie that revolved counter-clockwise 
to the strains of "Bepsi-Cola Hits the Spot J" which emanated from a 
small attachment*  * .and large- qmounts of faith*

(If either one gave out, the floor would be neatly imprinted with 
his pl^-siogncmy*)-

• V
"®o—do you live*,*"  I added, "***Here,"  hastily*

"Both," it answered*  "I live and I live here*  At least for two 
days X do*  Live here, that is*"

"I—uh—came here for the MIDWESTCON III,1’ I said, in a low tone*  
• ‘ 1 ■ • f. . ’s \ •

Instantly, screams reverberated back and forth from the rafters 
(many of which proceeded to fall upon my head) and a group of more than 
slightly seedy-looking individuals dressed in Neon-Gio shirts, ties, 
vests, spats and underwear bounded down the circular staircase and came 
to an abrupt halt in an untidy pile at my feet*

"YOU came for. the Midwestcon?" one ogled at me, rolling its eyes 
(all seven of them)*  '■ f , I

(concluded page 48)
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The whcle lot of them chimed int *YCU  came to the Midwestcon?0
* / • • zX

"Yeah, yeah,”I hazarded.

They descended upon me in droves muttering’things like, "Buddy,*  
"Pal” /’Pai sane % and HAre you a passif an, neofan, actifan or apoplectifan?*

It was seven or eight hours later that I came up for air and heard 
a few of them mumble drunkenly, something to the effect that, ”NOW I 
was a real fan,”

I sure cm, ;

I am wearing Neon-glo pants, tie, spats, cane and propeller beard., 
I read AMAZING, write goofy letters and can drink ANY man, living or 
dead, under ANY table, chair, or birdbath,

I’m a fan,

DIB YOOP COME TO THE MIBWESTCONf

the ‘ end
(thank gosh,

Scat
— LAItt 
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OR*  J WAS CHASED BY REBA SELiANSKI , SO HELF ME | 

■fay THE UNKNOWN 5JUA1JTITY %&&(***,*♦
1 • * ' ' ' ,

/ ' 4 .• . ’ ’ C . * . ‘ /
’ *<  ’ ‘ f ? ‘ •• j* • ■ * ,f * r T . . * * ♦ . •

This is a true horror tale*

So horrible*in  fact that "WEIRD TALES rejected it with a few word# 
from Dorothy Macllwraith to the effect that*-  ’’This is too ghastly even 
for our magazine*  Sorry* w

It all began when I was coerced into going to the Second Midwest 
Fan Conference at Indian Lake*  Ohio last May*

The first thihg I saw when I pulled up was h i ng*

It came burbling out of the bar and tripped in its high heel shoes 
(spikes on bottom) and went sprawling head over scrawny legs onto the 
blacktop to the acccmpaniement of myriad shrieks and groans which had 
a slightly water-logged tone*

I listened in amazement as it raised itself derriere first and pro
ceeded undisturbed into the hptel proper carrying a bottle of beer and 
a he’avy 'W,*  ‘"-How d-d-d-ry X a» .(Belch) How dury I em (wheeze) No©buddy 
kncwsh.how durrylyemm (Hie’).*

This solo diminished in bith quality ^Xfdry little of which it had*  
to begin with) and-understandability until^as it neared a shuffle-board 
table in the lobby*  the thing collapsed and slid silently (save 
an accompanying *URP1*)  under the gaming board*

I signed in*  washed and fedressed*  and came downstairs to meet my 
fellow fen*  v .

There IT was*

IT was perched on a couch- loudly and unreservedly demonstrating 
the sexual habits of a fireplug> or something to a fellow who looked 
as though he would’ have gladly spent eighteen year*  on Devils Island 
instead of this ordeal*  • ’ ’
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I edged as quietly as I could away from the bit of loathe somenes 8 
on the couch and went in pursuit of mere human conversationalists*

I was extremely lucky and came upon a fellow name of R&y Be-Bopp 
who engaged me in conversation for a few hours* Then we decided to go 
to the restaurant '-‘cross the way" and snick up a snack afore the evening, 
drinking bouts commenced*  • _ .

We waltzed in not a care darkehing our cream-like brows (well, mine, 
anyhow) to be confronted by a quasi-giggle and a belch, the odor of 
which'turned Ray’s hair a sickly shade of grey and made ray eyeballs 

(who have always been cowards) roll up in the sockets as though seekv 
a way out of rayhead*

” ’Lo," it giggled and gibbered, "whoreyoo?” (Which we translated 
as just what you might think*)

We told her we were me termen looking for the gas cutlet and would 
she mind directing us to the exit to the lair*
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She jumped us and I flew out the restaurant door as if all the 
members of His Satanic Majesty’s Bowling Team were hot upon ray pin 
feathers*  <

I locked back and there it was following me*

It has been following me for three weeks*

Anybody got a mountain retreat for sale*

In fact, it may be coning in on me anytime now*  If it does*  !*«*«  
AAAAAAAAAAaaaaaaagggghhhhHH Her I T is*  no*  Reba*  Stay away*  
Stoy a***«

this 
ns of a struggle were still apparent*  
-if there is an end*********»***«*»*»
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